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Abstract—Due to the versatile networking capability, space-
air-ground integrated network (SAGIN) becomes a prominent
future architecture to support the ever-increasing Internet of
Things (IoT) applications. In this paper, we investigate the IoT
task offloading under an SAGIN scenario where multiple IoT
devices generate computing tasks to be processed. We adopt an
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to fly along a given trajectory
to collect the tasks of IoT devices within the coverage area, and
then makes the online offloading decision, i.e., processing locally,
or offloading to the nearby base station or the far-away satellite.
However, due to the constrained energy resources committed by
UAV and the uncertainty of the system dynamics, designing an
efficient computation task offloading algorithm is challenging.
This dynamic scheduling problem is formulated as a constrained
Markov decision process (CMDP), considering the stochastic
channel conditions, UAV coverage, energy consumption, and task
queue backlogs. By exploiting the stationary stochastic feature of
the CMDP, the problem can be solved by the linear programming
to find a stochastic policy. Simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed computation offloading scheme can significantly reduce
IoT task processing delay as compared to other benchmarks.

Index Terms—Mobile edge computing, SAGIN, task offloading,
IoT, MDP.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of the Internet of Things (IoT), a soar-

ing number of devices are expected to be connected, including

wearable items, smart home appliances, industrial sensors, and

autonomous vehicles [1], [2]. The limited computational ca-

pability and finite battery lives are challenging for IoT devices

toward the realization of smart cities, smart grids, and industry.

To further enhance the IoT services, mobile edge computing

(MEC) has been proposed to offer high computational per-

formance to individual IoT devices which typically have very

limited energy and computational capability [3]. However, the

MEC platform may be congested with the growing number

of IoT devices if the computation resource is insufficient,

and it may be unavailable in areas because of the lack of

terrestrial network coverage. The space-air-ground integrated

network (SAGIN) architecture is employed to enhance typical

edge infrastructures (e.g., the base station (BS)) with satellite

and aerial networks by providing full-coverage, flexible and

efficient MEC services to IoT devices [1], [4]. Furthermore,

under the SAGIN architecture, MEC can be available for IoT

devices and reduce the cost of constructing new infrastructures

with compromising functionalities to support different kinds

of devices. Thus, SAGIN is a promising solution to provide

adequate MEC resources and pervasive connections, so as to

guarantee the required performance of IoT devices.

Most related works on MEC are based on terrestrial net-

works and focus on designing resource management and

allocation schemes, including communication and computation

resources, and designing the offloading policy for various

computation tasks [3]. An energy-aware user-centric mobility

management and distributed computation offloading algorithm

are proposed in [5], [6], for a single-user system and a multi-

user system, respectively. Instead of relying on full knowledge

of network status information, Lyu et al. [7] proposed asymp-

totically optimal offloading schedules with partial out-of-date

knowledge in the MEC. To keep the pace of the dynamic IoT

computation offloading scenario, a learning-based approach

is proposed in [8] in order to find the optimal offloading

policy. Furthermore, a software-defined SAGIN architecture

to manage resources and an efficient heterogeneous resource

management via network slicing in SAGIN are proposed in

[4] and [9], respectively. Considering dynamic user density

and distribution, a 3-D drone-cell deployment scheme is

proposed in [10] to cope with the coverage issues in SAGIN.

Considering the coverage limitation of terrestrial network in

some certain scenarios, computation offloading and resource

allocation under SAGIN for IoT devices are studied in [1],

where the dynamic environment features are captured by a

learning-based approach. However, the proposed scheme in

[1] works in a centralized manner to make decisions on

computation task offloading, which calls for timely global

information and a controller with high computation capa-

bility. Meanwhile, IoT devices are required to install three

different communication interfaces for differentiated network

connections, which could further raise the cost and energy

consumption of IoT devices. Instead, in this paper, we use

a UAV to collect computation tasks from IoT devices and

make offloading decisions to reduce the cost of IoT devices,

which also has low computational complexity without a global

centralized controller.

In this paper, we investigate computation offloading of

IoT applications in the SAGIN framework. To compensate

the limited IoT coverage and capacity provided by BSs and

satellites, a UAV is deployed as the “flying gateway” to collect

IoT devices’ tasks, and it can process computation tasks locally

or decide the offloading strategy. Due to the uncertainty of

IoT task arrivals, the mobility of the UAV, and the dynamic
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Fig. 1: The network model.

channel condition in SAGIN, it is difficult to find the optimal

offloading strategy. To address this challenge, we formulate the

problem as a Markov decision process (MDP). Considering

the constraints of the UAV’s buffer capacity and the energy

consumption of computation and communication, a linear

programming approach is employed to address this constrained

Markov decision process (CMDP) problem. Compared with

other heuristic schemes, simulation results demonstrate that

our CMDP-based scheme is able to deliver advanced of-

floading decisions, which can minimize the long-term time

averaged system delay, with taking into account the task drop

rate and the UAV energy consumption.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, the SAGIN architecture and computation offloading

models are described. In Section III, problem formulation and

transformation are provided, followed by a linear program-

ming based solution. Simulation results are given to evaluate

the performance of the proposed scheme in Section IV. We

conclude this paper and direct our future work in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. SAGIN Architecture

Consider an SAGIN architecture with N BSs, a UAV and a

low earth orbit (LEO) satellite, where each entity is equipped

with computing functionalities. Let N = {0, 1, 2, . . . , N} be

the set of indices of N BSs, and one LEO satellite indexed

by 0. As shown in Fig. 1, a UAV is deployed to collect

computation tasks from different IoT devices. Due to BSs’

limited bandwidth for a large number of IoT devices, UAVs

are considered as “flying gateway” for IoT devices [11]. As

the coverage areas of both BS and UAV are limited, satellites

installed with servers can act as the optional computation of-

floading solution for terrestrial cellular networks. We consider

one LEO which has much smaller propagation delay, free

space attenuation [12], and most commercial systems are using

LEO, such as the Satrlink project by Space X. However, the

UAV alone can only process a limited number of IoT tasks,

and thus it needs to offload certain amount of tasks to the

satellite or nearby BSs. Notice that we assume that a UAV

flies along a scheduled trajectory, which is not the focus of

our work. One can refer to [10] for the UAV trajectory design.

In this paper, we consider a discrete time-slotted system T =

{1, 2, . . . , T} with equal slot duration τ . The trajectory points

of the UAV are denoted by xt = {1, 2, . . . , xmax}, t ∈ T ,

where xmax is the maximum number of locations. Different

BSs can provide service to the UAV in the t th time slot.

Denote Lt ⊆ N the set of available BSs during time slot t.
We suppose that only one BS or satellite can be offloaded to

in one time slot, and all offloaded tasks should be processed

in the same edge server. Furthermore, the satellite or BS n
can be connected by the UAV with a duration Cn

t (in time

slots), t ∈ T , where we assume the information of Cn
t is

known a priori by the UAV according to the designed UAV

trajectory. The amount of computation tasks from IoT devices

to the UAV is different in each time slot. Denote by Mt, for

t ∈ T , the total amount of arrival tasks in t th time slot. Mt

follows a general distribution, which can be acquired based on

the statistical information of new arrival tasks collected from

IoT devices.

B. Computation Task Model

The computation tasks collected from IoT devices by the

UAV can be modeled as a tuple (φ, γ) [13], where φ ∈
[0, φmax] (in bits) is the input data size of the computation

task that needs to be offloaded, γ ∈ [0, γmax] (in CPU cycles

per bit) is the computation workload. φmax and γmax are

the maximum possible input data size and the maximum

computation workload, respectively.

We use at, t ∈ T , to represent the processing selection,

which includes offloading to the satellite (at = 0) and

offloading to a BS (at = n, n �= 0). Note that the UAV

makes decisions on whether perform local execution or edge

offloading at the beginning of the time slot before new task

arrival. The CPU frequency of the edge server installed on

the satellite is denoted by f0 (in CPU cycles per second). For

accessible edge server on the BS n ∈ Lt, which has the CPU

frequency fn (in CPU cycles per second). As edge servers on

BSs or the satellite need to provide services to many users

and many tasks simultaneously, the available computation

capability fn may be different. Additionally, we assume the

fn does not change within different time slots. We denote

by mt ∈ [0,mmax] the amount of tasks offloaded to the edge

servers on the satellite or BS n in the t th time slot, where

mmax is the maximum amount of offloaded task, determined

by UAV’s residual energy. Thus, given the allocated CPU

frequency, the computation delay of mt tasks is

d0t (at,mt) =
mtφγ

fn
, n ∈ Lt. (1)

On the other hand, we consider the case of locally execution

on the UAV. The local execution will undergo long queueing

delay if excessive tasks are scheduled to be processed locally.

Recall that the UAV processes tasks locally before it offloads

to BSs or the satellite at the beginning of each time slot.

Denote the CPU frequency of the edge server on the UAV

by f uav (in CPU cycles per second) and buffer capacity

by ρ, respectively. Considering the delay of task delivery,

the transmission delay of mt tasks as Ht, which will be

elaborated later. Thus, we calculate the amount of tasks vt
after local processing and offloading and the queue backlog

of unaccomplished tasks qt, t ∈ T by the end of time slot t
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as follows

vt = max

{
qt −

⌊
f uavHtτ

φγ

⌋
−mt, 0

}
, (2)

qt = min {vt−1 +Mt−1, ρ} , (3)

where
⌊
f uavHtτ

φγ

⌋
is the amount of local execution tasks within

one time slot, and �·� denotes the floor function.

If excessive tasks are executed locally, and the amount is

larger than the buffer size ρ, newly collected tasks will be

dropped. The amount of dropped tasks ut, for t ∈ T , can be

expressed as follows

ut = max {Mt + vt − ρ, 0} . (4)

Notice that we consider the locally execution delay starts

from the moment when the task is decided to process locally.

Thus, the locally computation delay d1t at the UAV can be

calculated as follows

d1t (mt) = min

(
qtφγ

f uav
, Htτ

)
. (5)

Additionally, the tasks which are neither processed locally nor

offloaded need to wait in the queue, and we define the waiting

time d2t for these tasks as follows

d2t (mt) = vtHtτ. (6)

C. Transmission Model

Suppose the UAV is equipped with two communication

interfaces, one for communicating with the satellite and the

other one for communicating with IoT devices and BSs. Since

BSs and satellites use different spectrum to communicate, we

do not consider the interference between BSs and the satellite

in this paper. Meanwhile, we assume the UAV is sufficiently

close to IoT devices, and thus the propagation delay from IoT

devices to the UAV is neglected [14].

Adopting the link path loss model between the UAV and

BS in [10], the average UAV to BS path loss, for n �= 0 can

be calculated as follows

PL (x, θ) = 10α log (x) +B (θ − θ0) e
θ0−θ

C + η0, (7)

where x indicates the horizontal distance between the UAV to

a BS, and θ is the vertical angle between the UAV and a BS.

Additionally, the terrestrial pathloss exponent, angle offset,

excess path loss scalar, angle scalar and excess path loss offset

are represented by α, θ0, B, C and η0, respectively. Since

the UAV moves along its trajectory, the distance and angle

between the UAV and a BS vary over different time slots.

Based on (7), the uplink transmission rate from the UAV to

BS n, for n �= 0, at time slot t is given by

rnt = WB log2

(
1 +

PB · 10 PL
10

σ2
B

)
, (8)

where WB indicates the channel bandwidth of the link between

the UAV and a BS, PB is the transmit power from the UAV

to a BS, and σ2
B is the power of the background noise.

Alternatively, when at = 0, it indicates that tasks are

offloaded to the satellite. We adopt the Weibull-based channel

model in [15] to generate the rain attenuation for terrestrial

to satellite links. Ignoring the distance variation between the

UAV and the satellite, the channel can be assumed to be static

along the UAV trajectory. Then the channel gain between the

UAV and the satellite is given as

h =
GtxGrxλ

2

(4πxsat)
2 10

−Frain
10 , (9)

where xsat is the distance between the UAV and the satellite,

Gtx and Grx are antenna gains of the UAV and the satellite,

respectively. The distribution of rain attenuation Frain follows

the Weibull distribution [15]. Given the channel gain, we can

calculate the transmission rate of the UAV to satellite link as

follows

r0t = WS log2

(
1 +

PS · |h|2
σ2

S

)
, (10)

where WS is the channel bandwidth of the link between the

UAV and the satellite, σ2
S is the power of the background noise,

and PS indicates the UAV transmit power to the satellite.

As the time duration that the UAV can stay connected to a

BS is limited, we should guarantee the number of transmission

slots is smaller than the maximum number of connected slots

Cn
t , i.e., Ht � Ct. The UAV needs to finish transmitting mt

tasks within Ht time slots, which is given by

Ht = arg min
k

(
t+k∑
i=t

rni τ � mtφ

)
. (11)

If the UAV offloads some tasks to BS n, it cannot offload new

tasks to any BS or satellite in later Ht time slots. The UAV

needs to process new task arrivals locally until offloaded tasks

transmission are accomplished. Considering the long distance

between the UAV and the satellite, we denote the propagation

delay from the UAV to the satellite by dsat. The delay for

transmitting tasks from the UAV to an edge server on BS n
or the satellite, is given by

d3t (at,mt) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Htτ

mt
+ dsat, at = 0

Htτ

mt
, at = n, n ∈ Lt, n �= 0.

(12)

D. Energy Consumption Model

If the UAV trajectory and UAV parameters are fixed, we

can consider that the propulsion energy is a constant [16].

We strive to ensure the energy consumption of the remaining

components do not exceed the budget, which contains both the

communication-related and computing-related energy. Denote

the expectation of energy consumption budget by ε, which is

imposed to the communication-related and computing-related

energy activities.

The main part of the UAV communication-related energy is

the transmission energy, which is the product of the transmit

power and the transmission time. Denote the transmit power

from the UAV to BSs and the satellite by PS and PB,
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respectively. Then the transmission energy, including BSs and

satellite can be given as

eo
t(at,mt) =

{
PS · d3t , at = 0

PB · d3t , at = n, n �= 0.
(13)

The computing-related energy is mainly caused by the local

execution. The CPU energy can be calculated based on the

CPU frequency and the computation workload. Thus, the local

execution energy el
t, for t ∈ T , is expressed as

el
t = min {qtφγ, f uavHtτ} · ξ (f uav)

2
, (14)

where ξ indicates the effective switched capacitance deter-

mined by the chip architecture [17].

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

As the link availability and task arrival are highly dynamic

and uncertain, and the location and the task backlog evolve in

an ergodic way, we concentrate on minimizing the long-term

average system delay. Therefore, to address this problem, the

stationary decisions are adopted, which are time-invariant and

just related to the current system status. Due to the optimality

of the stationary decision in the ergodic system, this problem

can be formulated as an MDP to find a stationary decision

[18].

A general MDP problem consists of five parts, which in-

cludes the state space denoted by S , the decision space denoted

by A, state transition probabilities P := S ×A×S → R, the

reward function R := S × A → R, and the policy Π, which

is a decision rule mapping from a state to an action.

A tuple denoted by s = (x, q), s ∈ S is used to describe

the system state, where x and q are the UAV location and

current queue backlog, respectively. A decision is made based

on the current state, and the decision is denoted by a tuple

a = (a,m),a ∈ A, where a is used to indicate offloading

decision to which BS or satellite, and m denotes the amount

of offloaded tasks.

The state transition includes two parts: the trajectory point

x, which is only updated along the known UAV trajectory; the

queue backlog in the UAV buffer. We use f(·) and F (·) to de-

fine the probability mass function and cumulative distribution

function of new arrival task amount M , respectively. Thus,

the probability of the state transition is denoted by p(s′|s,a)
which can be derived as follows

p(s′|s,a) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

f(H(q′ − v)), case 1;

1− F (H(q′ − v)), case 2;

0, otherwise

(15)

where case 1 indicates x′ = x + H, v ≤ q′ ≤ ρ − 1; case 2

indicates x′ = x+H, q′ = ρ.

Then reward function r(s,a) on state s with action a is

defined as follows

r(s,a) = −
(
d0 + d1 + d2 + d3

)
, (16)

where d0 is the computation delay of offloaded tasks, d1 means

the computation delay of tasks locally processed, d2 indicates

the waiting time of tasks not offloaded or not processed locally,

and d3 is the transmitting delay of offloaded tasks.

We denote the stationary deterministic policy by Π, which

means that each state s is assigned with a fixed action a and

this action will be always be used whenever the system is

in this state. Note that the accessible action a should satisfy

Ht � Ct, where a ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N} and m ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,mmax}.

The expectation of long-term average communication-

related and computing-related energy consumption is given

by

lim
T→∞

E

[∑T
t=1 (e

o
t + el

t)

T

∣∣∣∣Π
]
� ε, (17)

where the expectation E [·] is taken.

To avoid excessive task drop, we need to guarantee the

expectation of the long-term drop rate is lower than a given

threshold η,

lim
T→∞

E

[∑T
t=1 ut

∣∣Π]
E

[∑T
t=1 Mt

∣∣Π] � η, (18)

where η depends on the IoT service requirements.

Thus, the computation offloading problem can be formulat-

ed as the following optimization problem in MDP, i.e.,

max
Π

lim
T→∞

E

[∑T
t=1 r(s,a)

T

∣∣∣∣Π
]

(19a)

s.t. (17), (18). (19b)

The aforementioned problem is an extension of MDP problem,

which is with some constraints. Generally, iterative methods,

such as the policy iteration and value iteration, can find a

deterministic policy to solve the MDP problem. However,

they are unsuitable for finding a deterministic policy in the

CMDP problem, which dictates what specific action to take

given a particular state. The reason is that both the policy

iteration and value iteration are value-based framework, which

are difficult to be compatible to the MDP problem with extra

constraints [19]. Instead, assuming the underlying process is

ergodic and stationary, we can find a stochastic policy to solve

this problem, which is a probability distribution of mapping

from a state s to an action a. The stochastic policy is the

relaxation form of the deterministic policy, and the solution

of the stochastic policy can act as the upper bound of the

deterministic policy [18]. Thus, we need to reformulate the

original problem to find the stochastic policy for this CMDP

problem.

We denote the stochastic policy by π, which includes all

steady-state probabilities π(s,a) for every accessible state-

action pair. Thus, the original problem can be reformulated to
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TABLE I: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value

N 4 fuav 3 GC/s

φ 10 MB f0 5 GC/s
γ 25 cycles/bits fn, n �= 0 10 GC/s
WB 10 MHz N0 -174 dBm/Hz
WS 5 MHz PB 1.6 W

PS 5 W ξ 10−27

dsat 6.44 ms mmax 8
ρ 20

find a stochastic policy π as follows

max
π

∑
s∈S,a∈A

r(s,a)π(s,a) (20a)

s.t.
∑
a∈A

π(s′,a) =
∑
s∈S

∑
a∈A

p(s′|s,a)π(s,a) ∀s′ (20b)

∑
s∈S

π(s,a) = 1 (20c)

∑
s∈S,a∈A u(s,a)π(s,a)∑
s∈S,a∈AM(s,a)π(s,a)

� η, (20d)

∑
s∈S,a∈A

(eo(s,a) + el(s,a))π(s,a) � ε, (20e)

where (20a) is the objective function to be maximized, (20b)

represents the global equilibrium equation of the steady-state

probabilities, (20c) describes the fact that the sum of all the

policy probabilities must be 1, (20d) shows that the expectation

of the task drop rate should be guaranteed, and (20e) gives the

limitation of the expectation of average communication-related

and computing-related energy consumption.

As the system is assumed to be ergodic and stationary,

the expectation of long-term task drop rate and average en-

ergy consumption are also policy-related. Thus, the energy

consumption in (17) and the task drop rate in (18) can be

reformulated, respectively. By reformulating the original prob-

lem, we can adopt the linear programming method to address

this CMDP problem by finding a stochastic policy. There

are off-the-shelf algorithms for solving linear programming

problem in MDP that are of polynomial time complexity

[20]. Therefore, this CMDP problem can be solved within

polynomial time of |S| and |A|.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the MATLAB-based simulation results are

carried out to evaluate the proposed offloading strategy. In

our simulation, a single UAV flies along a fixed circular

trajectory with 500 m radius, and 100 m altitude. We consider

the LEO satellite connection is always available. The amount

of new arrival tasks Mt is assumed to follow the Poisson

distribution with arrival rate μ. For the suburban environment,

(α, θ0, B, C, η0) is given as (3.04,−3.61,−23.29, 4.14, 20.7)
[10]. For the rain attenuation of the satellite channel model,

Frain is set to 6 dB. Other simulation parameters are listed in

Table I.

Figure 2 shows the delay of the system, where the energy

consumption increases from 20 W*sec to 30 W*sec. In the

20 22 24 26 28 30
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D
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Fig. 2: System delay versus energy consumption in different task
arrival rates μ, where task drop rate η = 0.05.
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Delay,  = 2.5

Fig. 3: System delay versus system drop rate in different task
arrival rates μ, where energy budget ε = 35 W*sec.

experiment, the drop rate η = 0.05, and the task arrival

rate is set with μ = 2, 2.3, 2.5, respectively. Fig. 2 shows

that the system delay can be reduced by providing more

energy, since more tasks can be offloaded to BSs or the

satellite. In addition, the total tasks’ processing delay increases

with the amount of task arrivals, when the energy budget is

fixed. However, due to the amount of maximum offloaded

tasks, the system processing capability is limited. Even more

consumption energy is allowed, it cannot process more tasks.

In Fig. 3, we show the impact of the drop rate on the system

delay, where task arrival rates are set with μ = 2, 2.3, 2.5,

and the energy budget is set with ε = 35W*sec. System

delay decreases as the required task drop rate grows, as more

computation tasks can be dropped. As expected, the system

delay increases as the growth of the task number when the

required task drop rate is fixed.

Figure 4 shows the system delay under the proposed

scheme, the random scheme and the greedy scheme by varying

task arrival rates μ from 2 to 4. The random scheme means

that the accessible actions are given by a random probability

in different states. The greedy scheme selects BS prior to

offload more tasks, and if the UAV cannot select a BS, it

will offload more tasks to the satellite. In the low arrival rate

case, the greedy scheme is better than random scheme, but

it is the worst scheme in the high arrival rate cases, because

the amount of new task arrivals may be more than that of the

offloaded tasks. Offloading excessive tasks at every state will

reduce the amount of tasks processed by system. Compared
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the system delay versus different arrival
rates μ.
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Fig. 5: Proportion of the tasks offloaded to BS, offloaded to
satellite or processed locally, where μ = 2.5.

with other two schemes, the proposed scheme has the lowest

system delay, and it is applicable to different arrival rates.

Finally, Fig. 5 shows the offloading proportion under dif-

ferent schemes with the arrival rate μ = 2.5. The proposed

scheme can make the UAV offload certain tasks to BSs when

they are covered by BS, and offload to the satellite when it

is out of the BS coverage area. Offloading to the satellite is

an important backup for BSs, which effectively reduces task

drop rate. Other schemes can select the number of offloading

tasks, but they cannot ensure the energy and task drop rate

simultaneously.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the computation offload-

ing problem under an SAGIN scenario. Both the UAV’s data

buffer capacity and energy budget for the computation and

communication on the flight are considered in this problem.

By modeling the system state as the UAV location distribution

and the task backlog in the buffer, our scheme is able to make

decisions on the channel access and task offloading by solving

a CMDP problem, which aims to minimize the expectation

of long-term average system delay with balancing the system

task drop rate and average energy consumption in the long

term. Simulation results have demonstrated the effectiveness of

the proposed SAGIN computation offloading scheme. For the

future work, MEC with an unknown distribution of task arrival

and unfixed UAV trajectory will be investigated to further

enhance the robust performance of the proposed scheme.
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